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The Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) produced by a high- ELECTE
altitude nuclear blast presents a severe threat to electronic
systems due to its extreme characteristics. To test the NOV 201987
vulnerability of large systems, such as airplanes, missles, or 0
satellites, they must be subjected to a simulated EMP en-vironment. " ,

One type of simulator that has been used to approxi-
mate the EMP environment is the Large Parallel-Plate
Bounded-Wave Simulator. It is a guided wave simulator
which has the properties of a transmission line and supports
a single TEM mode at sufficiently low frequencies. This
type of simulator consists of finite-width parallel-plate
waveguides, which are excited by a wave launcher and ter-
minated by a wave receptor.

This study addresses the field distribution within a finite-
width parallel-plate waveguide that is matched to a conical
tapered waveguide at either end. Characteristics of a parallel-
plate bounded-wave EMP simulator were developed using
scattering theory, thin-wire mesh approximation of the
conducting surfaces, and the Numerical Electronics Code
(NEC). Background is provided for readers to use the NEC
as a tool in solving thin-wire scattering problems.
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The Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) produced by a high-altitude nuclear blast

presents a severe threat to electronic systems due to its extreme characteristics. To

test the vulnerability of large systems, such as airplanes, missles, or satellites, they must

be subjected to a simulated EMP environment, which is characterized by a high peaked

transient pulse with a planar wavefront that will uniformly illuminate a test object.

One type of simulator that has been used to approximate the EMP environment is

the Large Parallel-Plate Bounded-Wave Simulator. It is a guided wave simulator which

has the properties of a transmission line and supports a single Transverse

Electromagnetic Mode (TEM) at sufficiently low frequencies. This type of simulator

' " consists of finite-width parallel-plate waveguides, which are excited by a wave launcher

and terminated by a wave receptor.
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This study addresses the field distribution within a finite-width parallel-plate
waveguide that is matched to a conical tapered waveguide at either end. Characteristics
of a parallel-plate bounded-wave EMP simulator were developed using scattering theory,
thin-wire mesh approximation of the conducting surfaces, and the Numerical Electronics
Code (NEC). Background is provided for readers to use the NEC as a tool in solving thin-
wire scattering problems.

An alternate approach is to treat the simulator as a large conducting body and use
scattering theory to solve the finite length simulator problem.
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CHAPTER I

N FRODU(TION N) PARALLEL-PLA [E EMP SIMULAFORS

[ he Eleftroinagnetic Pulse I LMP) produced by a high-altitude nuclear burst

presents a vvt're Threat to electronic svstems due to its e\treme characteristics. In

order to tust the vulnerability of large systems. such as airplanes. missiles, or

satellites. they must be subjected to a simulated EMP environment, which is

characterized by a high peaked transient pulse with a planar wavefront that will

uniformly Ilurninate a test object. One type of simulator that has been used to

approximate the EMP environment is the Large Parallel-Plate Bounded-Wave

Simulator. rhe parallel-plate bounded-wave simulator is a guided wave simulator

which has the properties of a transmission line and supports a single TEM mode at

sufficiently low frequencies. Ideally. it has a uniform characteristic impedance that is

independent of frequency along the direction of propagation. and can be terminated by

a matched impedance providing a pure traveling wave.

Parallel-plate bounded-wave EMP simulators consist of finite-width parallel-

plate waveguides. which are excited by a wave launcher and terminated by a wave

receptor. rypically, conical tapered waveguides are matched to the parallel-plate

region in order to excite and terminate a plane wave in the parallel-plate region. This

geometry is Illustrated in Figure 1.1 (all tables and figures are located at the end of

each chapter). The apex of the wave launcher is excited by a transient source which

,has a very fast rise time that is significantly smaller than the transit time of the

vaveguide. on the order of 1-5 nanseconds. and a fall time on the order of I

microsecond. In theoretical computations. the pulse is usually represented as a double

uxponentiall Aave! orm and has broadband characteristics.

rhe problem being considered in this thesis is the solution of the field distribution

within a finite-width parallel-plate waveguide that is matched to a conical tapered
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waveguide at either end. The complete field representation is a superposition of

disscrete and continuous modes. At very low I requencies. where the plate separation is

much lcss than one-half of a wavelength, only the I EM modes of the discret.

spectrtim vill propagdte along the waveguide. By assuming a finite-width parallel-

plate waveguide of infinite length, the [EM field distribution can be obtained hv

!nedns of a quasi-static approximation [1,2.31. [his analogy is useful in establishing

the characteristic impedance and the field distribution of the line for low frequencies.

Furthermore. quasi-static analysis on the conical tapered waveguide has been

performed [4.51 by use of stereographic-projection and conformal-mapping techniques.

Under a transient pulse excitation of the parallel-plate simulator, there will he

* ' significant energy distributed throughout a very broad band, extending into the high

frequency region. Unfortunately. for all practical purposes, the plate separation is

quite large and the bandwidth of single-mode operation is much smaller than that o

interest under pulse excitation. As a result. higher-order TE and TM modes will

propagate along the waveguide. Furthermore, in the high-frequency region. the open

simulator will act as a radiator and will no longer support purely guided modes.

In order to develop an accurate approximation of the field distribution within the

,,mulator. non-TEM modes must be studied. Initially, assume the parallel-platl

secton ito be infinitely wide and long. In this case, the modes can be thought of as

those existing in a rectangular waveguide whose width goes to infinity [6]. For lower

t r.quencies. it has been shown that a detailed field mapping, carried out at a single

(", requency. can be well approximated with the superposition of propagating modes

A ntn sing the rectangular waveguide approximation. However. if further accuracy

, desirt-d. a more complete analysis can be derived by computing the discrete modes of

i .erv lm. finite-width parallel-plate waveguide. [his problem was first approached

r1%. issuming either narrow plates [71 or wide plates [8.9.101. In [7], Marin found that

'V -Oa-.
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for narrow plates (width < < separation). the TE modes suffer greater attenuation as

they propagate than the IM modes. Furthermore. it was found that for wide plates

( width > > separation), the I M modes have a greater attenuation than the IE ,nodt.s

[8.0. 101. Fh're, ore. for the .ase Of an arbitrary width, one should ,xpect the e\ilt'rnL '

of both propagating FE and TM modes inside the parallel-plate region.

A more complete analysis was performed at the University of Illinois [I 1.12.131

on the study of the source excitation of the finite-width parallel-plate wavegmide.

rhis analysis involved the computation of the total E field. as a superposition of the

discrete and continuous spectrum. The results of [11,121 are valid for waveguides

."_ whose cross sections are large compared to a wavelength, whereas the results of [131

are valid for a small-to-moderate cross section.

It is important to understand that these techniques approximate the fieids for an

4 infinitely long parallel-plate waveguide. However, the parallel-plate region of The

simulator is fimite in length and is excited and terminated by conical transmission

lines. Unfortunately, the previous quasi-static analyses do not account for 1he

generation of spurious modes due to the mismatch at the interface of the two

waveguides. A paper written by John Lam (14] develops an analytic expression for

the FEM modes of a semi-infinite, finite-width, parallel-plate waveguide, excited by a

conical transmission line. Although the formulation does not include the effects of

any reflected fields. it does yield insight into the excitation process of the parallel-

plate section. It should be realized that interfacing the two waveguides requires the

matching of a spherical wavefront. which has Eq and H. components. into a planar

wavel ront supported by the parallel-plate region. Along the vertical plane y - a

constant, the I teds are matched across the transition asE. = -Eq sin0, E) = "qcos9 .

H -H. cos b and HY = -H. sin 6; b represents the angle between the center axis

and the observation point. 9 its elevation, and the origin is at the apex of the conical

i "4""" '



waveguide. As a result, there will exist both transverse and longitudinal electric and

11 mdgnetic fields at the interface. contributing to a superposition of TEM. TE. and rM

modes. However. tor gradual tapered end sections the mismatch is relatively small

and i h '1,,iher-order modes are quite small for low frequencies.

Furthermore. at the transition. there exists a certain time dispersion in matching

the spherical wave into i plane wave [15] since the cross section is not a plane of

constant phase. Referring to Figure 1.2. a dispersion distance is defined and is related

to the time dispersion as

U = .-AP + .AV . (1.1)

Vv hen the wavelength is less than or equal to four times the dispersion distance. the

higher-order modes produced become significant in amplitude leading to a large

distortion of the waveform. Therefore. the dispersion distance determines the so-

(aled "band width* of the simulator.

-he analyses that have been reviewed thus far in this chapter all offer excellent

physical and theoretical interpretations of the parallel-plate bounded-wave EMP

] niulator by considering ideal situations. Through such modal analyses, the

explanation of notches in the magnetic field has been determined [16], optimum loads

designed. and other standards in design have been developed [17]. Furthermore.

accurate field mappings have been generated, although they require the use of

xperirmental data for their generation. This is quite efficient for simulators that have

been (onstructed and for frequencies well within the simulator band-width. When

dvsr.rnin a parallel-plate EMP simulator, the engineer has much more to consider than

the transnission line properties of the simulator itself. It is very important to

,nderstand that once a test object is placed within the parallel-plate region the relative

umplinides of the modes may differ greatly from those calculated in an empty

LACW 
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working volume. Therefore, one cannot treat the calculated fields of the emply

working volume as the incident Ifield that establishes the charge and current on the

test object. [his so-called "simulator-obstacle interaction" can be analysed only lor

tcrlain ,toiiiet1 rics [19.10.2(0.211. such as an infinite cylinder in a parallel-plate

waveguiide. F-urthermore. the design engineer should he interested in the fields that

wili be radiated into the external environment over the entire frequncy spectrum.

There will be a number of resonant I requencies that exist due to various mismatches

in geometries and loads, as well as to resonances of the parallel-plate region.

For the design of an alternate geometry or configuration, an in-depth analysis

may be necessary and would prove to be quite time-consuming and difficult.

However. to develop further theoretical insight into the problem, the ability to easily

perform an accurate analysis using a dynamic field solution could be quite useful.

[he purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the well-known Numerical Electronagnetics

Cxle I NEC). developed by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory [221. as a potential tool in

generating a readily available analysis of the parallel-plate bounded-wave simulator

in the frequency domain. The NEC code is a user-oriented code that is widely

distributed, and it the problem is interpreted correctly, it can be a very useful tool for

many electromagnetic scattering and antenna problems.

In Chapter 2, NEC is examined and the validity of solving scattering problems

,i ,, ' ?he thin-wire approximation is developed. More specifically. the two-wire

r-'omwoc EMP simulator. as well as a tw(dimensional plate scattering problem. are

,inad [%zed. rhe emphasis of the analogies is placed on interpreting the results and

Appiv nv 'hem to the development of a wire mesh model of the bounded-wave

parallel-plale L[MP siiilator.

In Chapter 3. the wire mesh approximation ol the surface of the conducting plates

it the parallel-plate sirnwilator is devised. The field distribution within the parallel-

Il%
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plate region due to a continuous-wave excitation across the source gap is then

comyputed using NEC. E'hese reSUlts are interpreted and the limitations of the wire

mesh approximation are investigated. Finally, various mechanisms contributing lo

nan SUch as I he simlator hand width and SIMUlator-obstacle interaction are

nvestigated.
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CHAPTER 2

S().L'TI()N )F IHIN-WIRE SCA IFERIN(; PROBLEMS USING THE

NLMERICAL El: CROMAGNETI( (OD*E

This chapter is intended to give the redder d uselul backround to ermploy thu

Numerical Electromagnelics Code (NEC) as a tool in solving thin-wire scattering

problems. Initiallv. a brief theoretical hackround of NEC will be presented. Then. the

validity ol its solutions will be analyzed for the following problems: Thin monoplt,

over a PEC ground plane. the rhombic EMP simulator, and the scattering of a thin

,,quare PEC plate. The goal of this analysis is to determine how to best model a

conducting surface using a thin-wire approximation. as well as how to best model

source excitations. With the understanding of how to interpret the results of the

thin-wire approximation. this analysis will provide useful insight into the dynaini(

solution of the parallel-plate bounded-wave EMP simulator using NEC. which is

presented in Chapter 3.

2. 1 I heoretical Background of NEC

In this ,ection. NEC will be used to solve thin-wire scattering problems, which
,'

.nvolvcs solving for the induced currents on the wire's surface due to some incident

* t t-dc. However, the method of solution used by NEC must be understood before the

"n -'ire scattering problem can properly be developed. The complete analysis of

\f_( , provided in [221. The following presents an overview of the theory used and

0 nro Achs 'h basis for our analysis.

[he Numerical Electromagnetics Code is based on a moment method solution of

Inc Llectri Field Integral Equation (EFIE) for thin-wire scatterers and the Magnetic

1leld Integral Equation (MFIE) for closed volumes. In this analyis, only the solution

Z~



of the EFIE will be considered. The EFIE ised by NEC is based on the thin-wire

aipproxilnation in %xLhich the stirlacte _iirrent can he assumned to he translationallv

:fl'. rian t andi a tint lon 01 t he direct ion of its ,xire axis only'. Vhis is valid it the

;-,I'h d I r(' "L JIT L rtr :1, 1Iuh ,inaller than a wavelength. I hen the siirldLLe

(trr nit tajn b- irpproiniatved bv a single filarrient (in the wire axis. ind the boundarv

'.onditions can hr applied on The wire SUrtace. rhis is better known as the Extended

13*'mndarv Condition [231l. Assuming a PEC surface. the applied boundary condition ')n

'he tangential t itld is limited To the axially directed field and is expressed as

F+E 021.

where [* is the axially Liurected incident field and F,' is the axially directed scattered

ield on the conducting surtace which is produced by the current I ilament on the wire

axis. %1v ith the use o1 'he Extended Boundary Condition, the EFIE can then be reducLi

,ko a line integral, integrating over the wire axis, and can be expressed as

f/ f(z + +k IG(z.z )dz + I(z Z(z 2..
0()0 L

'A~ here

/Kt=the unknown axial current

* - .: C -;ka -: -: thnwr

2 - is the ti-reapproximation ol the f'ree-

space (freen's I unction along the wire axis

1z) - t he dist ributed impedance loading along t he wire surt ace

The wire radiiis an(I

k the ( ree-space wave number.

The let t -hand side of Equation ( 2.1.2) is the axially directed incident f ield on t he

,.tire slir! ace and is assumned to be known while the axial current is the inknown.

%@%



However. this cannot be solved analytically. in general. and mus be solved

numerically. fhe nunierical solution ol the EFIE is then obtained with the use ol the

norint imiethod oiL on [241.

1 It inino,.x n i\ial cirrent is e\panded into a truncated series ol basis I unclions

Aeighted b tinkno\ n considnit c O.Ificients. The basis function was chosen to be a

weighted three-term basis I Lnction. with the n;t basis function represented as

1,(z ) 1=.. + B, m (A-z ) +( C_L.O (kz ) (2.1.3)

There!ore. three unknowns have been introduced and three conditions are needed to

solve tor the constant weighting coel ficients.

Initially. the w ire geometry is broken up into a set of N indivoidual wire segments.

each of length A. . Each basis function has a finite support lying on an interval that is

centered on a wire segment. and extends to the center of adjacent segments at either

end ol the specified wire segment. The inner product of both sides of the EFIE is

taken with a s et o N testing I unctions. rhe testing functions are chosen to he

nathernatical point functions, where then point function is located at the center of

the it' wire segment. The integral over the point function can be evaluated

.fnai ically. and the current basis functions can be rewritten as

1,(: )= .4, + B, sink (z-z, ) +C, cosk ( z-z, ) (2.1.4)

,t ':. -z < .- and -, is the center of then segment. Now. two of the three

,r.,tc& ns can be satisfied by enforcing charge and current continuities at the

,ndoints .)I 'e ., re segments (: = ± . where the line charge density is related

') 'he cirrent by the continuity equation

V- . -. ....

• - . -, o . . . • . . - . -. . • . . - .. -.- . . - - --. . . .° .- .-



~- (215)

1 heret ore. wi I h the 1'e~v of I he ? h rec t, Trn bass 1i n( Ton prohlems sujch as open -unded

andfor iapered-Awere st ructuires, as welis mui Itpie wire iunc ~ons. ,an be handled.

%xilhin metial ons 1 'he approximiations,.

At the junction of two or more w.ire segmrents. currcnT (ontinlee V s uni orced

Kirchot f *s law. which states that !he suim ol' all the currents entering a common no(1V

miust be zero. Furthermore, the total charge is assumed to he distrehiited o'~er eacti

individual wire corrcsponding to its wercir radius.

For the case oit an open-ended wire, one cannot expect the current to go to zero at

th iwre end if' the wire has a I itle radius. For a wire o1' radiusa.tecrnttTh

wire end can he represented as a fuinct ion of' its derivative as (221

-i~ i :, .'( ^

(Z )I k,) I( ka a: e1: 2. Lb

where i, the unit normal vector of the end cap and 1 indicates the direction

Ot the normal. By applying the current and charge conditions at both ends of' each

,Ai.re st'ginent. two of the three coefficients can be solved tor. V'his leaves one

* * totl Icient to be solved for by the matrix inversion.

a-IS Ihe nicident F-I ield. V. on The left-hand side of Equation (2.1.2). is to be

* fLA'Vd by the physical problem. In this apphlation, it is desirable TO excite a thin-

* ' Tricture wet h a vertically directed E-1i tld distributed over the surface oit t

'<w.rt~ion. For The F.MP simulator problem. This would denote the source gap region.

I. '-A- \f ( *ot fers, Two voltage source muodcels. I he I irst is The Current Slope

IDiscoiunii nIe (D) model, which (ofsisT5 of a highly localized voltage source across

I 11L1irniCal pinct~on of two wires. I he second type of source is an A-pplied Fiectric

Fld \ [Ft oer odel. T his mode~il IS a '. ltage source, of- conslant magnit ude.

%. % 0
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applied over a designated region of the wire structure. [he resultant elettric I( Id .In

he represented as a pulse t unrct ion. whose magnitude (an be expressed as

where V, is the comTple\ aInIpit tie Of the applied voltage on 'he- ,': cgi nt dd

s the length of the ,i segment.

[he .. EF is a dlesirahle source mod.xel for defining a distributed ield ier,

source gap region of the EMP simulator problem. and will be used for this applica' ir..

However, one must realize its limitations before using it for any application. The AIl I

s constant o'.er the entire wire segment it is applied and is assumed To he t-n'

every where else. I heref'ore. on the lef t-hand side of the mactrix i ormuition 11

Fquation (2.1.21. the E-t'ield is assumed to be a pulse function. Hoevr h c'

discontinuity of the field is nonphysical and the actual incident field ::' ,,

cJIl; ilated f'rom the computed currents. In this st udy. it is f'ound That under kcrtai

conditions the field can vary a significant amount fromn its assumed .ailti.

Understanding this is quite important for two reasons. [he first is the i1c"irc *o

accurately model ihe incident E-field source f'or a reliable approximation or 'A

prohlem being solved. Second, the input impedance of the source is calculated bv MA(

aIssuming a constant current and E-field over the entire source region. H-owe,,er. n

'e'-'a.ri applications, this may not be a gooxd approximation. and the result ,.oliid it'

Misleading. The reader is referred to the paper presented by- Halpern and Mtt1ra [5

Na .omplete analysis on the validtity of the AEF and (A D voltage source miodcls I ol

the &c it a !hin-\vre antenna. It was found That for source regions much '111) hr

rihin !he length o4 the antenna. and for the radius of the wire sufficientlv small

ength of the source). The (alculated ,\EF is much like the desired pulse. T his r~ ic

sin(.e the thin-wire approximation being used, and the smaller the '.- ire rubci . !



better the approximation.

2.2 Solution of the Skatered Fields )I I hin-W ire Structures

Bc!rt T' .p'igthe F\1P simutlavor prohlemn. a much simiiiltr r\irpic ~ i

analyzed !irst. It A ill ' hen he ptiSSIble TO characterize the simulltor prohlrcm '-ix

* ~realizing certain limitations encounicred w-hen using NEC. rherefore. 'his sectionW,

emphasize: (I I) The at curacy of The ,ohltion due to the number of unknowns. or kir,

-segments. ( 2) 1 he validity of the source modlel due to The characteristics 0fI 1flu

antenna model. 1 4) t he determinaton oi c-onditions necessary To render the solution

*nv.alid. Three examples aire alv./ed for 'his purpose: ( I I Vhin-wire muonopole over i

PFC ground plane, ( 2) Exko-wirc' rhomici antenna. ( 3 Plane-wave scattering of a Thin

-~PEC plate. these three examnples Lire p)resented since they directly relate to thtu

accuracy of %arious aspetts of The parallel-plate E.MP simulator model. IThe thin-vl rc

,rronopot' ht-1ps 10 charac Terize the >ource model and the accuracy of the solution d.

To the iM her tit badsis t uinctions chosen. IVhe rhombic antenna problem is tredted asi

ransm ission -line Type -)I EMP simulator and enables one To evaluate the construction

,'he ',ource aind load regions as well as aid in the interpretation of results of ThC

Pdrallel-plate IM.P simulator. Finally, 'he scattering of The PFC plate enables The

1~~ harac'ecrizaT ion oA the validity of the solution for the thin-wire mnesh approximat ion

* )I a suirface when subject to an incident I eld.

.I E hin-wire mnonofxle

o 1 2 1 1st ra Te% Ihe 'h in r#. i'in'iol Itconside red i n !h s sctIion. I hu IT

As tse or iT he ax~al *,,,, pirti ri iv aS~kur(C t'Liiation. n ft,

r r'n t .rprven ted b1v The 'h t erm'asis Iuinc Tijofl. Rt'cdl I 'hat h( tsli'

inctions isCI 'o) generate the rwpdanc rnairi\ of 'he MOMent Ilte'hixl soluton .Atrt

'p..

% %
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chosen to be mathematical point functions. However, when using point matching one

has to try to avoid sampling error. which leads to an incorrect approximation of the

current. Therefore, it is important io perform a boundary condition check on the

V. a~idll direted surface E-I ield to guarantee that

F! = -E: (2.2.1

:s satisfied. It is recommended that at least 10 samples be taken per wavelength in

order to minimize sampling error.

First, consider the case ol a monopole that has a height H-O.47 AL and radius a.

where H/a - 1000. Figure 2.2 illustrates the resultant scattered axial E-field

computed along the antenna surface in the axial direction. Note that there is boundarv

condition error at the trailing edge ot the source region. and at the free wire end of the

5%4 :nonopole. The singularitv due to the free wire end is nonphysical. and is a result of

,he thin-wire approximation.

In The study of' most antenna problems. it is desirable to compute the input

;mpedance in order to best design a matching network for the antenna excitation.

From the reciprocity theorem. it is easy to develop the relationship between the

-ermnral voltage and the source field as [261

SV , , =f E'(: ) l(.d:z (2.2.2)

w here

- rhc aial Jv ctli?'

F' = 1I'F So.ulCf"I ( "= ~b th. L / L , tO??t()!

Snd ne intevration is performed over the source region. Furthermore. by realizing

Ihat = -/t

-i--- - JF(: )l(: d: (2.2.

A h repreents 'he antinna input impedance in terms of the tornputed s(tilt, rt

I
i . . -l -* "[ "% % 1 "I4 % : *4l*~ * !4 S . . .

• ,' ...•"_". ."." ""."." " '".".,. +,..," ' ",_' ,%-." ",+ "'?'?':, .':'2 i:": " ' ,"""5p" '*'""M
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f ield.

It can be shown that the aNovc expression is stationary and is very insensitive

to small errors in the computed current [25). A\s the limit of the wire segment si/e

* hvconit-, vr irnal. The 'i rrent tiecoiiies nearly constant on the wvire. I herel'ore.

assuming I( z a Lonslant - / . the atx-)ve integral equation reduces lo

Z .1 111 '( J ( 2.2-4

wAhere the integral is Over the source region. Now, it' there is little boundary Condition

error on the wire sur! ace. then it can he assumed that

K~ ~ E' (Vz Vf~ : .(2.2.51

f herelore. using the expression gi',en in (2.lI-b). the input impedance of the antenna

Lin be approxiima ted as

Z( 2.2.t)

,.A here

l 1111=inut source "t'

'12d

I =the urnh Lit the cente- of the 'ii v %tmt'nt.

.............. parlicular approximation uised by NEC. In this formuilation the Scattered

*t >1 . hich is Lomputed trom the ixial wire -urrent. is assumned !o he a pulse

~nsuch That the fitild is .onstant over the input wire seg ment, and zcro

.,-r% nere else. Fivire 2.3 illustrates the actulal scattered field and The axial tirrent

V tiover 'he source region I or The example Lonsidered earlier IFigure 2.2)1 and

,:to (it I (0T11parison with 'he ALF. I he scattered ! ield deviates somewhat frorn the

'4 (it~ T~il4 ph ueInclion. Ahich Itads to a small crror in the input impedanc.

H-At-., r !or ,inlt-nnas% with muich larger radii. 'he s( attered field dieviates ereally

'i v pulv n( ' -rn and 'he ipprox imate vx prr-,sion !or 'he i npW i-mpedance s
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.longer valid. In this case, the stationary form of Equation (2.2.3) must be relied upon.

A thorough analysis of this problem is provided in t251. In that analysis it was found

that it the radius of the wire was on the order of one-thousandth of the length of the

m.tonopole antenna. the boundary condition error became very small, and The

approximate form of the input impedance was accurate to within a small percentage.

However, for thicker antennas. where the radius is on the order of one-hundredth of

the length of the antenna. the appro'imate form is not as accurate. and the stationarv

form of the input impedance should be used. Furthermore. for the thin-wire

approximation to be valid, one should not use wire segments that have radii larger

than one-eighth of the segment length. otherwise, the approximation breaks down.

There is one important limitation encountered when using NEC that is not

considered by 1251, and that is the problem of over sampling. In other words, what

happens if the segment size becomes too small" The following is an analysis of this

problem.

2.2.1.1. The problem of over-sampling. Over-sampling can occur if too many wire

segments are chosen to represent the geometry such that the segment size becomes too

.,mall. Vhis leads to unreliable results for the axial current, and. hence. the scattered

I ields. Vhe reason for this error is purely numerical. As discussed earlier, the current

.s expanded into a series of three-term current basis functions. The current expression

is iven by Equation (2.1.4). Initially..4, is chosen to be equal to -1 to reduce the

-1r, M r of computations. Then. after satisfying Kirchoff's law and charge continuitv,

'he complete basis function is defined by

=( 2+sin k A! 12: B = (a, -c, , - + a, +Q, ).... -
sin k A,

~~~~~~~~~~~~....................... ... ,.......,.........,..-.....-, ..... .-.-.... , ,,., .,.,
- - ,,- " , , , -*. ' 4.' -'. *.' -- '.'J - . ... , . . - . '. . - . ' ' -.- " . .. - ... . ., , .;.



cos k A, 12
Ca=(a,-)--ar kA,)(2.2.7)

sin k A,,

where

,l-,, kA,)- P in k.

(P.-P ia, a. sin k A, + (P,-L: - P *,-)coskA.

a:( , kA, ,-I)-P.-sn kAz

(-Pa,-a,' sin k,, + (P,-a,' -P,a,-) cos k,,

and

,' 1- cos k A,P.- = _" " a,_

i sink A

is the summation of the '- segments connected to end I of the i segment.

Furthermore.

I cos k A, -I

is the summation of the ,V* segments connected to end 2 of the t" wire segment.

Finally. a, contains The unkown coefficients, and is a function of the segment wire

radius. However. it is important to understand what happens to the Q,1 as A

2?rA,
becomes much smaller than ,. or as - becomes very small. Analysng theA

expressions for P, + and P - shows that they are a function of

I - cosk A,

sink A,

Fhere!ore. as A. - 0. both l-cos k A! -0 and sin k A, - 0. Similarly, in Q,* both

'he numerator and denominator tend to /ero as the segment length becomes

inireasingly smaller. Numerically, a computer cannot handle this and the program

will sul fer t rom underflow during the matrix fill. Subsequently, serious errors will

result in the computed current. [t should be noted that the exact place that underf low

will o(cur depends on the precision of the computer used. The following results were

,btained for NEC written in double-precision Micro-Soft Fortran. which has 32 bytes

..-
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of precision, and running on an AT&T PC6300 desktop computer.

In Volume 1i. Section 2 of [221. it is recommended that the segment length should

not be smaller than 0-3 A due to this underflow error. However. the program itself

does not I lag 'he tiser il undert low does ccur. and an erroneous solution does result.

Therefore. the user must he very careful in interpreting his/her results. The

following is a good example of this over-sampling problem.

r" Consider a short monopole over a PEC ground plane, where H/A = 0. 1. and H/a =

1000. Table 2.1 illustrates the self-term of the matrix, computed over the source

segment. as well as the current and surface E-field. as a function of the number ol

wire segments. Note that the AEF is applied over the first segment only in each case.

and all segments are of equal lengths. For this example. it was found that if the

segment length becomes < 0.005 A. the solution becomes quite unreliable. Therefore.

when the segment length is on the order of 10- 3 A. it is very important to check the

accuracy of the solution with at least a boundary condition check of the axial surface

E-fmeld, or by monitoring the self-terms of the short wire segments.

2.2.1.2. The source model. This thesis is concerned with the time domain pulse

excitation of an antenna. Therefore, when solving for the currents and scattered fields

i n the frequency domain, it is necessary to solve the problem over a broad frequency

4range. However. for each frequency it is desirable to minimize the number of

unknowns to reduce the computation time. but still obtain an accurate solution. In

order to model the antenna in a consistent manner. the source region must be the same

. tor all frequencies. Therefore, the segments denoting the source region must be small

enough such That the wire segments do not exceed 0. 1 A in length. This can easily he
',

avoided by cascading voltage sources in series if necessary. However, one must also be

careful to ensure that the source does not become too small; otherwise, the result will

suffer from over-sampling error. This could be a severe limitation when considering

.1,

" v - .cc + , - - . . .. . . . . . . . .-
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problems where the wavelength is much longer than the source region. For much

larger problems, such as the parallel-plate bounded-wave simulator, this obviously is

imuch more of a concern since the source region is much smaller than the size of the

,-icri. F.njl-v. one must he careful !hat The wire radius does not exceed one-eighth

()t Ine ', ire lenvh: therwise. the Thin-Aire approximation will break down.

i',kh the use of the monopole antenna problem some intuitive insight *o The

.nierprelation ol the results of the larger EMP simulator problem can be gained. Yhe

tases of the antenna being 2 A. and I &. in length are considered. In the example. The

source region vill he composed of 2 wire segments. where the AEF is distributed only

on the first segment, and is of height HS. The effects on the segment current as the

,ource region becomes very small is illustrated in Table 2.2. As was found previously.

error in the self-term arises when the length of the segment is on the order 10- 3.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the axially directed E-field on the wire surface over the source

*- region as HS reduces in size. A significant boundary condition error is noted in Figure

2.4(c). --hen HS /X - self-term.

2.2.2 Rhombic EMP simulator

4 The parallel-plate bounded-wave EMP simulator is usually referred to as a

Transmission line type of simulator since it supports guided waves, and is typically

'erninated by a matching impedance. Therefore. the i elds can be expressed as a

-perposition of discrete and continuous modes. \v arious modal solutions for the finite

'.d, h plate geometry are discussed in Chapter 1. However. these analogies do not

'Z '.tdT -A- prohlem as a finite length Transmission line, but as an infinite, or semi-

nl:nilt proniem. In order to develop a better understanding of the parallel-plate

x linded-wave EMP simulator as a transmission line type of simulator. it will be

instru(ive 'lo analyze an elementary configuration first. In order to do this the

. *-.p -

% 0*
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physical attributes of the simulator geometry is utilized.

As a result of' the Imite width of the conducting plates of the parallel-plate

-Sjn tlalor most of the current will be distributed at the edges of the plate. Therefore.

j . .,,ti r ipproximation wotid be to limit the current to a line current located at

the oulter t dgs of the plates. Furthermore, if the line currents follow the edges of the

Lonical end sections and meet in the center above the parallel-plate region. the

geometry resembles that of the well-known rhombic antenna. The far- leld

characteristics oi- the two-wire conductor rhombic antenna are well known [271;

however. it is the near-field characteristics, computed between the conducting wires.

!hat are of interest for the EMP simulator application. More recently, Shen and King

have identified the usefulness of the rhombic antenna as a transmission-line type of

EMP imulator [28-321. Not only did they show the fields to be quite uniform

)etween the conducting wires, and predominately TEM. but they also identified its

isefulness as an analogous problem to the parallel-plate type of simulator. In their

wvorks. an extensive experimental and theoretical analysis of the problem is provided.

and the reader is encouraged to review them.

2.22.1. Numerical solution using NEC. In this section. the solution of the field

distribution within the bounded region of the conducting wires, when the rhombic

[-MP mirnulator is excited by a continuous-wave excitation across the source-gap region

and 'erminated by a purely resistive load impedance. is derived numerically using

\-( Fhe results are then compared to the theoretical and experimental results

i)mhl:shed by Shen and King [28-32].

I he rho nbic antenna is modeled as a thin-wire structure, and the currents on the

wires are assumed by the three-term basis function described earlier in this chapter.

However complications arise while trying to establish a proper source and load model

!or the tran, ission-line type of simulator. Therefore. an analysis of this problem

. . . .- .S. o . . . . . . . . . .i -- . . . , . . - . - 4-o o , f o
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will be extremely useful in establishing a model of the source and load regions that

successfully approximates previous theoretical and experimental results. Fhese

results will be used in the analysis of the parallel-plate simulator problem. lhe

folloiing i:3 the development of the source and load models using a thin-wire

approximation.

Source Model.

The source model is extremely important in establishing the proper excitation ol

the transmission-line type of EMP simulator. The fields produced in the region

between the conducting wires, usually referred to as the working volume, are expected

to be TEM for lower frequencies as the structure is essentially a simple transmission

line. The source must be oriented such that the TEM mode. which contains a vertical

E-field component. is excited. Therefore. it is desired source is a time harmonic

potential of constant amplitude established by a vertical E-field distributed across the

2-dimensional source gap. However, using a thin-wire antenna, modeled by NEC, one

is limited to a finite length line source. The Applied E-Field (AEF) source discussed in

Section 2.1. which is a constant E-field distributed over a wire segment, best

approximates the desired excitation. Figure 2.5(a) illustrates the thin-wire model of
'p

the source region. The applied voltage is expressed as

• ,.-.. = f,, .
It must be realized that there is a definite tradeoff to this configuration due to the

introduction of a sharp bend in the thin-wire geometry. In Section 2.1 it was

0,0 discussed that charge and current continuities are established at the junction of two or

more wires. However. even though the continuity of total current is maintained, the

individual basis vectors of the current are discontinuous. This discontinuity in the

('rrent leads to a nonphysical singular behavior in the E-field. resulting in a

04
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boundary-condition error of the tangential E-field on the wire surface. Therefore. on(,

must be careful that this singularity does not significantly affect computed current

distribution on the conducting wires throughout the structure or the characteristics of

the simulator.

Figure 2.6 illustrates the computed scattered E-field along the axial direction on

the surface of the source-gap wire segment due to a constant incident E-l eld

distributed over the length of the wire. The boundary condition error is apparent at

the bend: however, it was found that this configuration yielded the best results in

comparison to Shen and King's data.

Terminating Load Impedance.
4

In order to avoid standing waves on the transmission line, the rhombic simulator
,a

must be terminated in its characteristic impedance. For low frequencies, where the

center height is much smaller than a wavelength, the characteristic impedan(e is

nearly constant and the simulator is best matched by a purely resistive load. -he

dominant mode is TEM to y. and the E-field is in the vertical direction, z. Therefore.

the load should be oriented in the same direction as the vertical E-field such that the

energy is dissipated by the load. Since E is related to the electric vector potential as

E = + V 7.A
the current induced on the wire will be in the direction of the incident E-field.

I herefore. the wire load should be oriented in the z-direction. The geometrical

.onliguration of the wire-load is similar to that of the source. where the loading

A resislane is distributed uniformly over the wire. It was found that the transmission

line was best matched by placing the load in parallel across the load gap. This is

illustrated in Figure 2.5(b) (page 45). Again, one must be aware of the existence of

Nbi ndary-condition error due to the abrupt bend in the wire.

% %
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Characteristic Impedance.

It is expected that it the Iransmission-line-typ, simulator is indeed terminated in

its characterisnlc !mpiedance. then the current along the wires will he purely *favelhny

wave. However. bcause of the existence of higher-order moies. there will he some

reflection from the load. Furthermore, the characteristic impedance of the line will

change with frequency. and in order to determine its value, the analogy used by Shen

and King [28] will be followed. The Standing Wave Ratio (SWR) of the current is

found as a function of the load impedance. When the SWR is minimized, the line can

be assumed to be matched. At lower frequencies. the simulator fields are bounded and

most of the energy is dissipated by the load. However. small deviations in load

impedance will lead to large changes in the SWR of the line. At higher frequencies.

the structure will radiate a significant amount of energy. Therefore, there is less

energy to be dissipated by the load, and the resultant reflected waves will be smaller.

rhis is illustrated by Figure 2.7. At lower frequencies. more energy is distributed in

the vertical E-field. which is predominately TEM, and is dissipated by the load.

However, at higher frequencies, higher-order modes exist, and a larger percentage of

the energy is distributed in the transverse and longitudinal components of the field.

which are not dissipated by the load. Therefore. the load is often sloped or distributed

such that these higher-order modes can be dissipated, and not reflected back into the

(enter parallel-plate region.

2.2.2.2. Characteristics of the rhombic EMP simulator. he purpose of this analysis

Is t)o investigate the computed characteristics of the transmission-line-type rhombic

EMP simulator using the Numerical Electromagnetics Code. Initially, the

.haracteristic impedance is determined by finding the terminating load impedance that

minimizes the standing-wave ratio of the conducting wire currents. The currents and

-he input impedances are analyzed as a function of the load as well as a funtion ol

-"%
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frequency. Finally. the electric field distribution within the area between the

conducting wires is examined, and its uniformity as a function of frequency is

determined. The results are compared to both the experimental and theoretical results

hIibiLL1 ')%, 1 hcn ind King. Therefore. the Same simulator geometry studied by Shen

and King [281 ,s .sed here. This IS illustrated in Figure 2.8.

The broad-bancd characteristics of the simulator can be defined by three regions of
,.

interest. In the low-Irequency region, where the wavelength is much larger than the

maximum height of the simulator, the field has predominately TEM characteristics

and is quite uniform. In the middle-f requency region. the height of the simulator is

on the order of a wavelength and higher-order modes become more significant.

4Finaiiy. in the high-i requency region, the structure acts as a radiator, and very little

energy is actually dissipated by the terminating load impedance. For simplicity, each

of the three regions is defined by a single frequency. [he regions are defined by: I)

, = 4 n.2) = m. ) 3 =0.5 m.

Initially. the characteristic impedance of the rhombic simulator in each of 'he

three frequency regions is determined. Table 2.3 illustrates the Standing Wave Ratio

SNXR ) of the current as a function of load impedance, computed from the NEC model.

Furthermore. it also lists the efficiency of the simulator. which is a measure of the

*; percentage of power radiated to the total input power available. When the line is

properly matched, the efficiency is near minimum since a maximum amount of power

-. beirg dissipated by the load. Therefore. the ef ficiency can also be used as a means to

dctr:ntne The charactertstic impedance. Fable 2.4 provides a comparison of the results

ohllinct. ! roM !he \F-(" approximation with those obtained by Shen and King. In the

m ddle- and ow -1 requency regions, the results compare fairly well. The deviation is

mainly die to the ,ource and load model deficiencies. However, in the high-frequency

region the results deviate by a significant amount. This is due to limitations asSciated

'2 e
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with the source and load models. As the wavelength becomes comparable with the

dimension of the source and load taps. the approximation seems to break down.

\Ithough it is interesting that even though the matching Impedance is much lower in
4.

'e hgn-t req'ien,. -t'.mon. the near lricds and !he conductny wire currents -,t i..

compare quwie xell with those obtainrcc hV Shen and King.

It should be noted that even though the characteristic impedance changes ,'n.

frequency. the SWR of the mismat.h throughout the band ol interest can be less than

1.25 ',Ahen matched to the low frequencv characteristic impedance. Furthermore It

should he realized that under pulse excitation, most of the energy typically lies in the

' ow- to mid-frequency region. Vhis is encouraging since it means that a load

impedance can be developed that will efficiently terminate the simulator.

Figure 2.9 provides a comparison of the wire currents of the open-circuited

simulator computed by NEC, with those published by Shen and King, when A = 4 In

Figure 2.10 compares the computed wire currents for the short circuit case. ,hut-n

Sn = Im In each case. the NEC solution compares quite well with Shen and Kings

. results. However. a slight shift in the peaks of currents provided by the NEC model

.noild he noted. The amount of shift is equal to the height of the source and load

" egmons. Fherefore. in the high-frequency region. when the gap height becomes more

,.,n :cant in terms of a wavelength, large errors can occur in the computed matched
O

ItrrMinating impedance.

I ,,ures 2.11 - 2.13 illustrate the currents along the conducting wire axis as

,rmpwted by NEC. These results can be compared to Shen and King's work

* '.r~Otd in F gure 2.14. and arc tou nd to compare quite ,,ell in all freqtuincv

re'2£ns.

Figures 2.15 2.2 , illustrate the E fields in the center region o the simulator

.ripultl t or matched terminations by hxeth the NE( model, and by Shen and King. It

L.-
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should be noted that in the ex(perimental results presented from Shen and King's . ork

1201J. when the geometry is ,~caied down by 3/4, the operating wavelengths are S~dle1

c1o\A n as Aell. Again the results are in goodi ag$reement.

-* .\AT -cqlicrcies. the magnitudce ol the \,ertical L-til i quite linilort!i WY

'r-et cnter rtuviofl andi has an SWR very close To one. Furthermore. F, is a progrcso'.t-

\wka\e with a iinear phase shift. In the middle- and high-I requency regions. 'ht-

verlical I ei(As are again quite uniform and continue to maintain a nearly linear prt&sc

~t over dlitIance. However, due to the existence of' higher-order modes. the SW R )I

the tield is much larger. and is approximately 1.25 for the middle-frequency region.

and 1.75 tor the high-f requencv region. It should also be noted that the longitudinal

4compo~nent of the E-t ield. VN is of significant amplitude, although it is still less Than

the vertical component.

In conclusion, good agreement Was found between the Nhimrt~rtal

FIectromagnelics Code s model of the rhombic EMP simulator and the theoretical irni

experimental results published by Shen and King. 1Vhe source and load models %xert:

Lte~eloped using a thin-wire model and a distributed E-field source and resistive-iload,

rtespteclivelv. fThe computed characteristic impedance of the simulator in the low- iA

ideIrequvncv regions compared quite well with experimental dlata. Howevcr : It

'o ,,e %ire mrodel of the source and load gap. the matching load impedance suffered

signif cant error in the high-frequency region. Finally, in all frequency regions the

wmr~pited currents and F-fields compared extremely ,vell with those of Shen and Kin,2

inder matched conditions, regardless of the error in the value of the characteristic

I M peclances.

................. ...................................................................................
.... ... .... . .~ ~ -;> %
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2.2 Scattering of a pidte

f he .ondi'inv Surt c'I j(( 1The' pdr~i IelI-p I ai si ulatIor s 1.) ')e ap 1)ri iad't h\ I

t h in -w ire i i S h. Ifnlt id II 1k wil b e i nstirutc(t iv e Io die %,tIkop a s ii nlaldr p)rolm h fiii t Ii'

the accuracv of the wire mesh approximation and the limitations dassoCiated 1itr 11 I A

% easily tv studied. However, in order to do this effectively, the physical attrihits

the currents induced on the conducting plates of the simulator must be tiriecooc~xi1

The geometry of the simulator is an open, finite-width transmission line. Due 10to

fiite width, there will be a singularity in the current at the plate edge. Fujrtherinort,

the current will be highly oriented in the longitudinal direction, and -verv li

c-urrent will actually flow in the transverse direction. In this section. the currents

induced on a PEC plate scatterer. when illuminated by an incident plane wave. airt

stuidied. A comparison will be made between the solutions derived by NEC. iisin? .a

wire mesh approximation, and that derived by a more accurate technique that sol'.es

!,)r the two-dimensional surface current distribution. The PEC plate scatterer has a

i ite width and the dimension will be chosen to be on the order of one wavelength in

)rtder to reduce the number of unknowns. Furthermore. in order to reproduce some of

he limitations associated with the parallel-plate simulator's wire mesh approximation.

01i 'iniCed Lurrents are predominately oriented in one direction. Therefore, the i asv

*'t i normally incident FE plane wave excitation is considered.

2.AI ' umerical Results. [igure 2.2 1 illustrates the geometry of t he PEC plate. I ht..

plae ,ae incident is I [I to y. with the E-field directed along the z-direttion. I ht

.'iw~n itIude of T he t angentIialI H -tield. 11, . is c hose-n to he unitIy. VIhe ret ore. Im .oylI

geometrical optics point of view, the induced elect Inc currents are expected to be on t it,

ordecr of one for a normall .v ncident excitatiton. [ he plate is chosen to beso wire with

0e4 l
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a width of 1.1 wavelengths.

1-!' allv oi n i' tn I 'i r 'h.n N-( plait problem s ,otTained ising d spec'ral

J,a;t-rkn n r,-K d ire (. min ned %4 1 1n 'he rtutfnod ofI (orijilgate (Iradien ls. Ihe

- , .*r '\ R ,i' inid \M ira c' '.te l!flt s of 1;i nois. and is

j.t'%-. . j; : I'.;. I [ 'i t, nl.m it' ns l di rrent t\panded in It-rr ,s o I a

2eneral set ofl ais 'int flns .!t rrt'td tO aS r;anlar palLh Oasis luni Tjons. fhee

"ass Im 'ions 'Acre ! rsl (onsidered tW (,Ilisson in [331. The basis !inc.tiols are

de' ntai ,  pas ed oit h 'ha, the F FI olwrator (an he used to ornpuie I he dis reti/etld

,nc-ral operator. I he, also gliarantee hat 'he ('.irrenl normal to an interior edge of

*he patch is kon,nUoUs and does not generate any nonphysical line ,narges.

Furthermore. only parallel componenls of the current will be nonzero on the edge of

'he plate. the 1.1 ',aveiength plate wasdiscretized into an array of lb by lb patches.

acdh containing Three basis lunctions. leading to 788 unknowns. Convergence ,o !ts%

'han ().I X error required only o8 iterations. However, since The source is highIv

,r nted in 'he z-direction, the current in the x-direction still had considerable error.

F 2j res 2 22 and 2.23 illustrate the surface current densities in the z- and \-directions.

rc's -. ',eiv at ter 400 iterations. As expected, the parallel current along the edges of

"he T dh A -,inviilar. Furthermore. J, which s 'he current perpendicular To the

i,a r lion , ' ne incident E-t ield. is ipproxifmately Three orders of rnagnitude less

''ian I.

S.h the ise ) NEC. the patch sur!ace is ipproimated by a '\.ire mesh. As \4s

,1,,4i'%sed rr-iection 2.1. at least 10 basis functions per wavelength must be usted .n

r(,,.r ') c'ns'ire the proper convergence of The solution. tlowever it shoud i I ist

?teaiized that Thre are limitations as&sodaited with 'he wire grid representation.

in'dai lv, 'he ,urrents are limited to a one-dimensional f low along individual '. rt-s.

ind are cmoipled to transverse wires at in ulilpie wire inc tions. In 'wt 'ion 2. 1 it .,is

% .%.....% - 41..
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discussed that at each wire junction, Kirchoff's current law and charge continuity are

'eing applied as boundary conditions. Houkever this results in a step discontinuity in

'he current at ecfl Vim, ion. ')IfcLu '..~he dominant . lirren' . its discontinuity is

t, la i i Ho'i,6tI'~ver. J, is inlit smnaller in mnagnituide. As a result. the

dis, ont nui! v in the (.urrenT iv, qilile .dr, e.

Vhe 1.I wavelength patch sirt ace wa.'s appro\imnated by a 12 by 12 square grid.

.eading lo a total of 288 iinkno~xns. Figures 2.24 and 2.25 illustrate the surfa3.e

rrent densities in thie z- and x-direcitons, respectively. We find that J. compares

ex~tremely well in magnitude with the PEC plate problem. rhe singularity in the

_urrent along the plate edge is apparent.- however it is not nearly as significant as That

* '.om1puted by the iterative procedure. Furthermore, there is significant error in the\

tornponent ol the current and this result is unreliable, although it cannot be Thrown

away since it does contribute To J, at The wire junctions. Figure 2.2b illustrates Itu

-Ompar~son of the NR& ind iterative solutions of' J, along the z-dretion. NearTh

* piate edg~e Inv normnal current should vanish. As discussed earlier, this is ensured h

*he c hoice or "asis I unctions in the iterative procedure. however, in t he NEC solution

he wire segment 'erminates into a multiple wire junction. and is nonzero because it

~si satist ,, Kircholffs law at this point.

I- v,,re 2.26 illustrates the current distribution of the NEC solution located at tint

,n ter )t eacn wire segment. However, Figure 2.27 illustrates the current cornputt'u

Oing nec length A1 each segment. I his .lear'v shows the diskontinuitv That tjxist5 !r,

;-en t which is a resuilt oif The iT) uI ipie wAire Junct ions. Recall That the (urren,

-e -c li on s onm The ordecr )I j :agnioude smaller Than the I ti ir C Ied LIrrn I.

iOW-tF r iest? it o Kirhott s IIar the disconfinuity in J. it 'he w4ire junction .

-i l ' i pqyTe. to the dliscon 'inuotv in 1,. I here! ore. he error due 'o n

5' nT~ii~v n A sqite ,,Vnlican!. Ihis is illustrated in Figirt's 2.28 and 2.2)
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' ,Furthermore. the discontinuities in the currents lead to nonphysical singularities in

,he E- I eld near the wire mesh suri ace.

Vhe anaLysis of The parallel-plate FM-MP simulator will require the computation ,i

'he nt~ar-i .t !d :.Trd tion in the voliir.t, dire.tlv underneath thj Top condltini p i''.

n c.relire. wntn ,he Londucling surlat! is approximated b j wire iitn"h. Inc dm,: '

.)I distortion ol the E-IJeld. due to These singularitlis, must be determined. hert lor.
-a,

.n Chapter 3. an analvsis of smoothing of the current along both directions %%,ill t.

'*r!orrned. and the efe(t m The near fields will be presented.

.

q

,

'o
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TABLE 2.1 OVER SAMPLING

.

.r.

V .1 self tc in1.: (0) x A, I(A,,'2)
(amp\ (x 10-')

10 0.01 -1).0312 + j 817.5 1.02 4 0.0 1.72 + 1()4.)
20 0.005 -0.038q + j b88.5 1.03 + j 0.0 1.76 + 201.0

21 0.00476 0.0287 + j 32q4. -0.020 + j 0.0 -0.49 - 30.5

30 0.00333 0.008 + j 3342. -0.018 + ] 0.0 -0. ) - j .2

FABLE 2.2 ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS DUE TO AEF SOURCE HEIGHT

/ = I(WU.

115 HS wci/termZ.
* HL (,inp ( 0-')) (0)

l 1.000 -36.2 + j4(). 1.54-j -1 i.7 614.2 - j 14).1
405 0.500 -4.03 + j5 2 3 . I.b3 + J4.73 566.5 - 164.4
1).()25 0.250 -0.49 + J422. 1.t)8 + 14.7 1 413.7 - 264.7

. ,(. 0.100 -(1.32 + j262. 1.80 + j 1.56 317.) - j 274.7
-).(X5 1.050 -)04 + j1SO. 1.03 + I1.(1 261.4 - 1 250.7

(,).05 0.1(X -0.04 j262. 1.20 + j 1.20 415.3 - j 416.0
().(X)25 0.(150 -().04 - 190 9 . 0.0015 - 0 (.046 729.0 i 21577.

"-%%%

.o.

04-
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TABLE 2.3(a)

NEC MODEL OF THE RHOMBIC EMP SIMULATOR; ,k 4 m

ZL Re(Z,) Im(Z:. n SVWR())(0

S0.0 38.80 -20.28 100.0 l.90
50.0 73.22 -22.54 40.28 4.20

1- 100.0 104.8) -29.50 22.73 2.56

150.0 132.40 -34.26 15.84 1.88

200.0 155.70 -43.02 13.11 1.51

.250.0 182.80 -52.59 12.34 1.30

io- 203.80 -b2.86 12.63 1.20

315.0 209.70 -66.03 12.84 1.19
375.0 231.30 -78.98 14.08 1.25

500.0 268.20 -106.20 17.64 1.31
1000.0 347.20 -198.50 32.64 2.46

10000.0 406.20 -435.40 85.12 b.54
J

S.'

TABLE 2.3(b)
',. NEC" MODEL OF THE RHOMBIC EMP SIMULATOR: I = i m

Z L  Re(Z ) Im(Z,, ) , )SWR

.9. ((2) ( (2 ) ( (*) ) (%)

0.0 157.0 42.20 100.00 2.55

* 50.0 169.2 24.19 86.72 1.78

I (0).0 179.0 9.82 81.43 1.43

150.0 183.5 -8.17 79.40 1.23
200.0 186.2 -10.43 78.84 1.13
240.0 187.5 -16.34 78.92 1.11

25(0.0 187.8 - 17.66 78.99 1.12

40().() 188.8 -23.56 79.47 1.18
5(X). 185.9 -38.99 82.25 1.40

0 (.0 185.2 -55.07 87.50 1.72
()(M-0 187.2 -75.90 97.96 2.30

=-v

I

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ... " .. . ,". . ... .. ... .. ,.. . . ..- •..... .- " .. 9.%. . ,' *% *,
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TABLE 2.3(c)
NEC MODEL OF THE RHOMBIC EMP SIMULATOR: X 0.5 m

ZL Re(Z, ) Im(Z,,, ) SWR

0.0 186.2 31.82 100.00 1. 6

50.0 185.5 18.88 93.72 1.28
100.0 184.9 11.70 9 1.87 1.12

150.0 181.b 7.18 91.46 1.10

180.0 180.0 5.21 91.49 1.14

200.0 179.0 4.10 91.57 1.17

240.0 177.5 2.27 91.81 1.22

500.0 172.1 -3.77 93.61 1.44

1000.0 168.7 i -7.60 95.59 l.b:

10000.0 164.5 -12.78 99.34 1.88

0'

S- * 2,'. ." " , ,' , . " ,' . .% "" ;r " .,.-.r" " €".. -,,,.. .,..,.""'"."", """ . ."""" " "'"" """" -""' -""' " "" -" ."- ' --. ,.z"" ,
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I
".

TABLE 2.4 CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE OF THE RHOMBIC EMP SIMULATOR

4 VEC Theory [291 Expeunent [29]
rfl K))(0) (Q)

.4.0 315 .400 360

1.0 240 300 290
0.5 150 370 330

iP-."

I

-S. ( - - -
. - . . . .
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Monopole L-2a

I°' Infinite PEC Ground Plane

N

Figure 2. 1. Thin-wire monopole antenna excited by the applied E-field source.

0<
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* -

4. ,11. , 111 ,1

-4 -40 -20@ 0 4

(a) Theoretical vertical E-field computed along the longitudinal direction
[281.

290 flI d

IMIML
* -40 -30 .20 -10 0 '0 20 50 40

A CO

(h) Theoretical and experimental vertical E-fields on the ground plane
computed along the longitudinal direction [291. Dimensions are scaled
down by 3/4.

Figure 2.18. Theoretical and experimental results of the distributed E-field in the x-O
4. plane, presented by Shen and King forkA I m .
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Figure 2.18. (c) Theoretical longitudinal E-field computed along the vertical direction
dt various long.-tudinal positions 1281.
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Figure 2.20. (c) Theoretical longitudinal E-field computed along the vertical direction
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CHAPTER 3

NtL MERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PARALLEL-PLATE

BOUNDED-W AVE EMP SINIL LATOR

In Chapter 1, a number of analogies for approximating the field distributions

within the parallel-plate region ot the parallel-plate bounded wave EMP simulator

were presented. These approximations are all limited to the case of a parallel-plate

transmission line that is either semi-infinite or infinite in length. Furthermore, the

approximations are typically only valid for low frequencies, and for the strict

parallel-plate geometry. However, in practice, the simulator consists of a finite length

parallel-plate transmission line and is generally excited and terminated by tapered end

sections. In this chapter, an alternate solution is considered. The simulator is treated

as a large conducting body and the finite length simulator problem is solved with the

use of scattering theory. This approach will not only be applied to the typical

parallel-plate simulator configuration, but will also be applied to the analysis of the

simulator-obstacle interaction.

3. I Development of the Scattering Problem

Fhe scattered field is the field produced by the induced currents and charge

distributed on some body when illuminated by an incident field. For the finite length

* simulator problem, the incident field is taken to be the E-field distributed over the

source gap. The scattered field is then found by satisfying the boundary conditions ot
the :-tield on the conducting surface of the simulator, and over the distributed

O'tlrinating impedance. and subsequently solving the EFIE.

As was discussed in Chapter 2. the EFIE cannot be solved analytically in general.

and a numerical solution for the current on the conducting surface must be developed.

Fo solve the integral equation, one must discretize the two-dimensional surface

current into a truncated series of known basis functions, and subsequently solve for

.V
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the unknown coefficients by moment methods or an iterative procedure. Although

computer memory and speed are becoming more accommodating for larger problems.

the amount of programming required to derive a solution is inexpedient. Furthermore.

the size of the simulator is generally much larger than the wavelength of interest, and

the number of unknowns required to converge would be too large to justify this

approach.

In Chapter 2. three problems leading to the development of a thin-wire

approximation of the conducting surface of the parallel-plate simulator were

illustrated. From these examples. it is seen that NEC can be a very useful tool for

" analyzing the parallel-plate EMP simulator. Not only can it provide a good

• approximation of the problem. but it provides an easy alternative to analyzing the

problem.

The conducting surface of the parallel-plate simulator is two dimensional and can

easily be approximated by a rectangular wire mesh. This configuration ensures both

longitudinal and transverse current flows along the conducting surface. The size of

•% the mesh is very important to ensure the convergence of the solution and should be

made much smaller than a wavelength in order to better approximate the surface

currents. However, if it is too small. it will increase the number of unknowns and the

problem becomes too large. In Chapter 2. it was observed that at least 10 basis

functions per wavelength were required in order to properly converge to a solution.

Therefore. the dimensions of the mesh opening will be chosen to be at most .1 A by

-The simulator is an open waveguide structure, and consists of flat conducting

, rN, plates that are finite in width. As observed in the PEC plate problem. a large amount

of current will be distributed near the edge of the plate. Therefore, in our

configuration. it is extremely important to include an edge wire to approximate this

@4
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singular current. It should also be recognized that there are currents on both sides of

the conducting surface in the physical problem. However. with the use of a thin-wire

mesh approximation the induced current lies on the axis of each wire segment.

Furthermore. the current on each segment is limited to one dimension. This problem

also consists of a symmetrical structure about the center longitudinal axis. By

imposing symmetry on the problem. the computation time of the matrix inversion can

be reduced by a factor of N 2 /4. However, in doing so, an odd mode solution is

enforced in the transverse direction. and E. is zero in the x-O plane.

The source and load configurations will be the same as those developed for the

"".-. rhombic EMP simulator in Chapter 2. The source consists of a constant E-field

distributed over wire vertical wire segments placed symmetrically about the y-axis.

It must be realized that the desired source of the parallel-plate simulator is an E-field

distributed evenly over the entire source gap region.

When the simulator is terminated by its characteristic impedance. a large amount

of the energy available is dissipated by the load and very little reflection is.5..

-N.

encountered. Since the load is to be matched to the dominant TEM mode, which

contains only a vertical E-field component, the loading wire segments have been

placed vertically across the load gap region in a similar configuration used to

terminate the rhombic EMP simulator. Although at higher frequencies, where TE and

* TM modes will propagate. the line is no longer matched, and less energy will be

dissipated by the load. As a result, more energy has the potential of being reflected

a "back into ti simulator. A common technique used to minimize reflections is to use a

.,.0 sloped distributed load. In doing so. not only the vertical E-field is matched, but the

longitudinal fields of the TM modes will be matched as well. Furthermore, the load is

generally slightly inductive to account for the change in characteristic impedance at

higher frequencies. Another advantage of sloping the load is that the required current

al%.
.-%
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in the termination will reach its late time value much faster during pulse excitation.

This can be explained in a simplified manner by the fact that the currents entering the

load from the conducting plates will reach a position on the terminating load much

faster after the arrival of the incident wave. In doing so, the load becomes better

matched in its quasi-static characteristic impedance. Furthermore, since the incident

4- wave arrives at different times along the surface of the load. the reflections

encountered are dispersed in time. and the incident wave is reflected back at an

oblique angle, and not directly back into the simulator. For a detailed study of sloped

terminations of parallel-plate simulators, the reader is referred to (351, [361, and (371.

Our analysis with NEC will not be able to consider a sloped termination due to the

limitations of the load gap model.

3.2 Numerical Results

The first case to be analyzed is that of an asymmetrical parallel-plate simulator.

with conical tapered end sections. The dimensions will be modeled after the

ACHATES simulator, which was designed by the Air Force Weapons Laboratory [34].

The ACHATES simulator is chosen for its unique characteristics, which will

subsequently enable the results to be interpreted easily.

The ACHATES simulator has a height to width ratio of

- - 1.2335. (3.1)
a

This aspect ratio is chosen such that the simulator has a quasi-statc characteristic

impedance of 100 0. Furthermore, it can be shown that one-volt of input voltage

across the source gap of ACHATES will produce a field of one-volt per meter at the

center of the ground plane (at x-0). In Chapter I the bandwidth of a parallel-plate

simulator. which is determined by the dispersion distance associated with the spherical

wavefront that is launched into the parallel-plate region from the conical tapered end
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section. w' disussed. It was found that the more gradual the taper. the higher the

bandwidth of the simulator. The design of ACHATES initially considered is one that

has very long tapered end sections. resulting in a bandwidth of 450 MHz. The

dimensions of the simulator are illustrated in Figure 3.1. and the wire mesh

approximation generated for NEC is illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Three different operating frequencies are chosen for this example; 1) 75 MHz. 2)

100 MHz. and 3) 125 MHz excitations. For each case the characteristic impedance of

the simulator is computed by determining the load resistance that minimizes the

current standing wave ratio and also minimizes the radiation efficiency. Then the

distributiotv of E-fields in the center parallel-plate region. which is often referred to as

the "working volume." is analyzed.

Table 3.1 illustrates the characteristics of the simulator for various terminating

loads. The computed characteristic impedance is 120 Q for a 75 MHz excitation.

120 0 for a 100 MHz excitation, and 95 Q for a 125 MHz excitation. In comparison to

the rhombic EMP simulator, the characteristic impedance seems to be much more

stable over a broad frequency range. Furthermore. if the 'imulator is matched into a

100 Q load. at most, an SWR of 1.3 in the current will be experienced over the

frequency range considered.

The E-field distribution in the working volume due to a one-volt continuous

wave excitation across the source gap is illustrated in Figures 3.3 through 3.11. The

vertical E-fidd, E,. along the y-direction, is illustrated in Figures 3.3 to 3.5 for the

three cases considered. The fields are quite uniform and have a linear progressive

phase shift throughout the working volume. It should also be noted that the phase

has little change along the vertical direction since the propagating waves have planar

equiphase fronts. Recall that the design of ACHATES is such that one-volt of input

voltage produced one-volt per meter at the ground plane (at x-O). in the quasi-static

U
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case. This is true for all three cases. The deviation is due to the existence of non-TEM

modes, which become more significant as the frequency is increased.

Figures 3.b to 3.8 illustrate the vertical E-field as a function of the vertical

direction. The fields are quite uniform throughout the height of the simulator.

However. it is apparent that there is error in the computed field close to the thin-wire

mesh. Figures 3.9 to 3.11 illustrate the longitudinal component. E,. in the x=O plane

and is representative of the propagating TM field. The longitudinal field is on the

order of a magnitude smaller than the vertical E-field. However, it becomes more

significant in the higher-frequency regions. This can be explained as follows. A

P "quasi-spheTical" wavefront propagates from the wave lauching conical tapered end

section into the parallel-plate region. Along the ground plane, the incident E-field is

vertical and there is no longitudinal component. Moving above the ground plane, in

the x-0 plane. the field consists of both TM and TEM modes. Then. getting closer to

the top plate. the TM component becomes more significant since EY is larger, due to

the characteristics of the incident wavefront. Therefore. at higher frequencies the

trailing edge of the spherical wavefront will become comparable to a wavelength and

significant TM modes are generated. This happens at the upper-frequency cutoff of

the simulator. which is 450 MHz for this example. Furthermore. it is noted that E.

tends to be a minimum at y-O and increases again as y progresses due to the mismatch

with the terminating conical end section.

In order to develop a better understanding for the mechanism contributing to tht

large aberration in the planar wavefront of the parallel-plate region, the field

distribution within the simulator is analyzed near its cutoff. By shortening the

conical tapered end sections from 4.5 m to 1.95 m, the bandwidth of the simulator is

reduced from 450 MHz to 200 MHz (341. In doing so, the simulator has a computed

characteristic impedance of 110 0 for a 100 MHz excitation and a corresponding

'P=
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current SWR of 1.125. Furthermore. at 175 MHz, which is very near cutoff. the

simulator is matched when loaded by q5 Q. and has a corresponding current SWR ol

1.08. It should also be noted that the radiation efficiency for the 175 MHz case is 80.19

'4. [heretore. 'erv little energy is being dissipated by the load resistance, and most of

the energy is either being reflected or radiated. Figures 3.12 to 3.17 illustrate the E-

field distribution in the working volume due to a one-volt excitation across the source

gap.

The vertical E-field as a function of y is illustrated in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. At

100 MHz. the field is uniform and has a linear progressive phase shift. However, close

to the simulator cutoff frequency. there is a large contribution from higher-order TM

and continuous modes. The vertical field deviates significantly from its uniformity

and, in fact, has a I/R contrtbution. where R is the distance from the source.

Furthermore, the phase shift is no longer linear. It should be noted, although it is not

illustrated, that off of the x-O plane. there is a large contribution to the field from

higher-order TE modes as well. The distribution of the vertical E-field in the vertical

direction is illustrated in Figures 3.14 and 3.15. At 100 MHz, the field is relatively

uniform, and the phase is approximately constant over the height of the parallel plate.

However at 175 MHz, the field is no longer uniform. Furthermore. the phase

indicates that the modes contributing to the spherical wavefront are propagating with

j little attenuation into the working volume. At y equals -0.25 m. there is a 45 degree

phase lag from z equals 0 to z equals 0.94 m. Doing a rough computation. the

maximum deviation of the spherical wavefront at the planar interface is 2.165 - 1.95.

Sor 0.215 rn (where 2.165 is the length the wavefront has to travel along the top plate

of the ionical taper). At 175 MHz. this corresponds to a x .215 phase shift of-

15.15 degrees. The wavefront becomes planar as the wave propagates with y, although

it loses a considerable amount of energy.

%* % ......
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Figures 3.16 and 3.17 illustrate the longitudinal E-field along the vertical

direction. Initially comparing Figure 3.1b to Figure 3.10. the longitudinal component

of the E-field is much larger towards the waveguide interface at y--.50 m. However.

at 175 MHz. there is a significant increase in the amplitude of EY throughout the

parallel-plate region. An interesting observation in Figure 3.17 is that the location of

the peak amplitude of Ey along the vertical occurs at shorter heights as the wavefront

travels from one end of the parallel-plate region to the other. This can be explained

from ray optics. The incident field is a diverging wavefront. bounded by the conical

tapered end section. Near the ground plane. the waves propagate directly into the

parallel-plate region. However, for larger angles of incidence, the waves are reflected

* by the surface of the top parallel plate. The maximum angle is determined by the

angle of the tapered end section. Once reflected, this ray determines the reflected

shadow boundary. which is propagating in the negative z direction as it progresses in

y. Therefore, due to the constructive interference of he longitudinal component of

the E-field. the peak field progressively occurs at shorter distances above ground.

3.2.1 Computational considerations

All computations were done on an AT&T PC6300 desktop microcomputer or a

compatible DOS machine. The NEC code was rewritten and compiled in double

precision MicroSoft Fortran. The program itself requires 450 kbytes of RAM to load,
.

and approximately 8 Mbytes free on a hard disk for out of core solutions of matrices

with 600 x_.00 elements. Table 3.2 lists the computation times required to fill and

0, factor the moment matrix for the ACHATES simulator with a 450 MHz bandwidth.

The computation times were recorded from runs on the AT&T and are listed in Table

.2. It should be noted that the above computations include one plane of symmetry

ab)ut the x-axis, which reduces the computation time by about 9. As the
4
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frequency becomes larger, the number of unknowns becomes significantly larger. and

the problem becomes extremely time-consuming to solve. Furthermore, note that it

will require 3.5 Mbytes to store a matrix of' 4b6 by 466 in double precision. In the

high-frequency region, such that the wavelength is shorter than the parallel-plate

height. the problem becomes too big to be practically handled by NEC. For instance. if-

we increase the frequency to 150 MHz, this will require 656 unknowns, nearly 7

Mbytes to store, approximately 22,982 seconds to fill, and approximately 33.b40

seconds to factor.

3.3 Interpolatiwn of the Wire Mesh Currents

While studying the PEC plate problem in Chapter 2. it was lound that

discontinuities appear in the wire segment currents at multiwire junctions. This is a
A,

result of enforcing Kirchoff's Law as a condition in solving for the unknown

weighting coefficients. However, a discontinuity in the current will lead to

e. nonphysical singular behavior in the near fields, which will be referred to as "singular

*: distortion.* Due to the wire mesh approximation of the conducting surface of the EMP

simulator, there are discontinuities in the wire current as well. Figure 3.18 illustrates

the real and imaginary components of the current along the center wire of the
,

simulator. Each step discontinuity is located at a multiple wire junction in the wire

* mesh. Figure 3.19 illustrates the resultant scattered E-field computed in the

Tangential direction on the center wire surface along the conical wave launching end

A, sction. NoU that the singularity in the E-field is the largest at the source gap. rhis is

due to boundary condition error suffered by the source, as well as the oblique angle

the source segment makes with the conical tapered end section. It is obvious that these

A- singularities are nonphysical; however, they are a trade-off that one must take when

,ising NEC to solve wire mesh scattering problems. In Section 3.2. it was obvious that

The results were plagued by error as the position of the near-field computation moved

A,
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closer to the conducting surface. These singularities can be removed by smoothing the

current. Therefore. once the currents are smoothed. it can be determined how close to

the wire mesh the field can be computed before suffering significant error from tht,

Iield singularintes.

3.3.1 One-dimensional smoothing of the wire currents

Consider a one-dimensional curient described by some function f(x) whose

support lies on the interval (0.J. Fhe function f(x) can be expanded into a Fouriur

sine series as

k irx
(X ) - "-sin.- * (3.3.1)

Ilowever, the expansion of f(x) will have a very poor convergence since the boundary

conditions at x-O or x-L will not be fulfilled unless f(x) vanishes smoothly at the

endpoints. Next, a function g(x) is introduced such that

g(0)=0 (3.3.2)

g(L )=O

and

g(-x )=-g(x).
-4.- [herefore. g(x) is chosen to be

g(x )f (x )-(a-ibx ) (3.3.3)

where

f (0)

"b - (L )-f (0)
L

As a result. a function that has no discontinuities, and is periodic with a period of 2L.

is obtained. A discontinuity does appear in the second derivative at the end points.

however, any singularities in the first two derivatives have been eliminated. g(x) can

then be expessed by a Fourier sine series expansion with excellent convergence for a

1 r1 , , .,k - .rq - T p ' . XW.."--" ' '. - , '-' , ,.,: . ' .. , .. .. . , :' .- . ,. - , . _, ,-..
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well-behaved f(x). Subsequently. f(x) can be obtained from g(x) as

f (x)=e(X)+a + Sx . (3.3,4) L

The next step is to discretize f(x) at equidistant points, with a separation h.

Theretore. choosing N discrete points on the interval (OL) leads to

Y = f (kh ) (k =0.I ......... ) (3.3.5)

and

y, = (kh ) (k = ,1 ......... V). (3.3.6)

The Fourier series is expressed as

rxn' h sl kh (3.3.7)

The constant coefficients. t),. are solved by taking the inner product of Equation

(3.3.7) with sinm However. since g(kh) has a discrete finite support on the $
4L

interval k E [O.N. and the constant coefficients can be derived by the finite

summation

Ikmf 1r
h, N - yk 'sin -T' " (3.3.8)

However. the spacing, h. of the discrete points and the number of coefficients needed

for proper convergence must be established. The Fourier series expansion is a

superposition of Fourier harmonics. There exists a cutoff frequency, VO, where the

function g(x) has no more existing harmonics [381. Therefore. in the absence of noise.

?he Fourier coefficients, b1,b..b . will become increasingly smaller above some

value ,. However, in the presence of noise, the higher-order coefficients are no longer

S negligible. If the noise were random, the frequency spectrum would be a constant

over all frequencies. Therefore, the higher-order coefficients are relatively constant in

magnitude and have a random phase which introduces undesirable harmonic distortion

in the interpolated function. Therefore. the series has to be truncated at some finite

value of k . This number is best determined by analyzing the data and subjectively

* IS-
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choosing the cutoff frequency. v., which is expressed as (381

'rz= LI

L =,Vh

The real and imaginary currents to be interpolated are periodic in nature. and the

noise is introduced by the discontinuities at each multiple wire junction. Since the

function is relatively well behaved, the coefficients diminish rather quickly.

However. due to the noise, the harmonic distortion introduces a ringing. By

experimenting, it was found that the cutoff frequency is best chosen to be

6
0 o(3.3.10)

This leads to = 12 coefficients per wavelength.

Figure 3.20 illustrates the interpolated current. in the longitudinal direction, for

the case of a 100 MHz excitation of the 450 MHz bandwidth ACHATES simulator.

The real and imaginary currents are interpolated separately in order to preserve the

phase. It is easily seen that smoothing by Fourier sine-series interpolation provides

excellent results for this case.
,/,

,'p The transverse currents, which are on an order of magnitude smaller than the

longitudinal currents, are subject to a large amount of relative error. This was

observed in the PEC patch problem discussed in Chapter 2. Since Kirchoff's law is

being satisfied at the wire junction, small discontinuities in the longitudinal current

lead to relatively large discontinuities in the transverse current. There are also a few

other limitations that are encountered due to the wire mesh approximation. The first

is that the edge wire is not solely in the y-direction along the tapered end sections, and

it has a vector component in the transverse direction. However, the vector

contribution of current is not accounted for at junctions with the transverse wires.

%. %
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Furthermore, the current does not vanish in the x-O plane, due to the discontinuity of

the junction of the transverse wires with the center longitudinal wire. When

interpolating the transverse current these factors will have to be taken into account.

Recall thaT the impedance matrix of the moment method solution was generated

by point matching. rherefore, the boundary condition on the tangential E-field is

being satisfied at the center oI each wire segment. Furthermore, the large

discontinuity being suffered at either endpoint is due to the perpendicular longitudinal

currents. As a result. only the segment center currents are interpolated while

enforcing the end-point boundary conditions and imposing odd-symmetry across the

x-O plane. Finally, the real and imaginary currents are interpolated separately by a ,%

Fourier sine-series expansion as was previously described. Figures 3.21 and 3.22

illustrate the interpolated transverse current magnitude.

Once the currents are interpolated. the near E-field can be easily computed with

The use of the integral differential equation derived from Maxwell's equations.

How ever. since the currents are one-dimensional, the current and the Green's function

are parameterized. leaving only one variable of integration. The resultant equation is

given as

T

E (r)=- f (7.7t+k2 )i(t)G(t .t)dt (3.3.11)

where

G (t t ') - -
R

R = ((x -x v-v -: .)2),

X' .t +Wz

Y YOI +ht

S :,. ) is the position of the wire starting point in cartesian coordinates, and

%
~ V% ~ ~ *,* * -. -. . .

WI,-~' .~ . * , ~ * ~ * * - ~i
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t al +by +ci

is in the direction of the wire axis, and a,b. and c are its directional cosines. [he

integral with respect to (b was performed analytically, since the integrand has no eb

dependence: hence. the integration reduced to a single integral. After performing the

differentiation. the integral can be simplified as

E(r W II2-k _ I I eIkR

4--k - o _R R

3jk + 3 k -2 -R dt (3.3.12)R

where

! - "= (.r -,r') + (V -V' ) + ( z -Z ') .

Figure 3.22 illustrates an example of the E-field computed from the interpolated

currents. Initially, comparing Figure 3.22 to Figure 3.4, it is found that singular

distortion in the vertical E-field is negligible at heights up to .., where h is the height
2

3h
of the parallel-plate above the ground plane. At a height of .- , it appears that the

singular distortion in Figure 3.4 is still tolerable. Furthermore, it is interesting to note

,-I.>. that there is very little distortion of the phase due to the presence of theS.,-

discontinuities of the current.

It must be realized that interpolating the currents and enforcing the edge

conditions do not improve the boundary condition error. In fact. it only eliminates the

singularitiesa-in the near electric field. However, this analysis does give insight into

,. how much the singularities contribute to the fields when computed directly by NEC.

Therefore, combining these results with those in Section 3.2. it is found that a useful

and valid approximation of the field distribution in the working volume has been

provided by NEC. However. singular distortion occurs when the fields are computed

'p..,
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near the wire mesh. In the previous example. singular distortion has a significant

tontribution when the fields are computed within A ot the top plate (wher, he
I?,

A

height of the simulator is approximately -, at lO MHz). therefore, when applying a

thin-wire mesh approximation to a surface scattering problem. one should be aware ol

the singular distortion before interpreting the results.

3.4 Simulator-Obstacle Interaction

Fhe purpose of the EMP simulator is to reproduce the electromagneti(
,%

environment of the EMP radiated by a high altitude nuclear burst and to ubrtti

various test objects to this environment. Thus far, the characteristics of the parallel-

plate bounded wave EMP simulator have been discussed. rhe fields within the

working volume of the simualtor approximate those of the free-space EMP

environment. However, once a test object is placed within the working volume of the

simulator the characteristics of the simulator may change. From a quasi-static

analysis it can be shown that the object capacitively couples to the upper conducting

plate and the ground plane. Since the object is of finite length. it acts as a perturbation

of the transmission line. Dynamically, the obstacle is a scatterer. and the fields are a

superposition of incident fields and scattered fields, although multiple scattering

occurs between the simulator and the obstacle. In both analyses it is this interaction

between the obstacle and the simulator that causes a distortion of the simulator

characteristics. It is the purpose of this section to investigate the changes in the

characteristics of the EMP simulator when placing a large object in the working

volume.

Vhe obstacle, or test object. is a cube with a side length of h/2 (where h is the

height of the parallel plate above ground). The cube will be placed symmetrically in

'he parallel-plate region between the top plate and ground, and in the x-direction.

P P %



Furthermore. the front face of the cube will be placed in the transition plane of the

conical tapered end section and the parallel-plate region. This is illustrated in Figure

3.23. As an example. the 450 MHz bandwidth ACHATES EMP simulator, excited by a

I(X) %1tl/ tn di aiplillide excitation is used.

For small simulator-obstacle interaction, negligible changes in the chara(teristiLs

of the simulator are expected. such as the characteristic impedance. input impedance.

' or the radiation efficiency. However. in the presence of the object, a perturbation of

the near fields is still expected in the working volume since the fields are a

superposition of the incident field and the scattered fields. Referring to Fable 3.1. the

matched load condition for a 100 MHz excitation of the 450 MHz bandwidth simulator

with an empty working volume is RL =120 (. Furthermore, the simulator has an

input impedance of 9 7 .04+j! 4 .68 Q and a radiation efficiency of 20.77 %. Once the

cube is placed in the working volume, as in Figure 3.23. the input impedance reduces

?o 7b.b4-jl 7.03 0. By lowering the impedance, the available input power is increased:

* however, it is interesting that the radiation efficiency reduces to 1Q.14 %. This

indicates that a larger amount of power is being dissipated by the load impedance.

Figure 3.24 illustrates the longitudinal currents on the top plate of the simulator for

the case of an empty working volume, and when the obstacle is in the working

-olume. Comparing Figure 3.24(a) with Figure 3.24(b) it is observed that a slight

* change in the longitudinal current is encountered with the presence of the object. rhis

slight change in currents introduces a small change in the field distribution

characteristiCs of the simulator, which can essentially be referred to as the incident

field. Fherefore. the field within the simulator is a superposition of this incident field

* and the scattered field produced by the currents induced on the test object. Figures

.. 3.25 to 3.27 illustrate the comparison of the field distributions for the cases of an

empty working volume, or free-space environment, and in the presence of an obstacle.

or a perturbed field environment.

id%
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Following the above analysis, there is additional work that could be done to help

characterize simulator-obstacle interaction. In particular. studying the changes in the

',imulalor characteristics over d broad frequency range is necessary to interpret the

h~rodd nand cl. T& ion of the test object. Furthermore. computation of the fI-elds dile

to the pt. -turbed sintlor currents and in the absence of' the obstacle currents Could

provide some useful results in determining the perturbation of the incident field in 'he

presence o01 the obstacle. Finally, an analysis of the plane-wave scattering of' The

obstacle, in the absence of' the top conducting plate, could provide usef ul results Lis

* well.
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TABLE 3. l(a)
NEC MODEL OF THE ACHATES EMP SIMULATOR; 75 MHz

Zj. Re(Z,, r(,, ) n'l , SWR

(0) (0}) (0) (%)

0.0 33.07 100.50 100.0 15.920
50.0 83.25 60.03 18.34 2.350
75.0 93.09 38.09 12.17 I 1.685
95.0 6.42 22.69 10.09 1.384

100.0 96.82 19.19 9.80 1 .326
110.0 97.20 12.60 9.41 1.225
120.0 97.15 6.54 9.23 1.141
150.0 95.32 -8.74 9.54 1.248
200.0 89.76 -26.75 11.53 1 1.331
500.0 63.27 -62.78 28.55 2.602

1000.0 48.11 -73.36 I 47.85 3.805
10000.0 31.96 -82.45 90.74 6.757

TABLE 3. 1(b)
NEC MODEL OF THE ACHATES EMP SIMULATOR; 100 MHz

ZL Re(Z,) Im(Z,.) SWR

0.0 20.49 I 16.82 100.00 8.830
50.0 56.23 15.90 28.51 1.980

75.0 71.89 15.45 I 22.88 1.475
90.0 80.67 15.19 21.49 1.292

100.0 86.31 15.02 20.99 1.1%
110.0 91.76 14.85 1 20.78 1.137

. 120.0 97.04 14.68 20.77 1.129
150.0 112.00 14.20 21.54 1.218
200.0 134.10 13.44 24.20 1.502
300.0 170.20 12.12 42.41 2.710

1000.0 288.20 8.18 60.18 3.250
10000.0 408.60 22.87 93.56 5.200

4
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TABLE 3.1(c)
*: NEC MODEL OF THE ACHA FES EMP SIMULATOR: 125 MHz

ZL Re(Z ) Im(Z,, ) n, SWR

0.0 63.61 -99.67 100.00 6.143
50.0 90.78 -23.66 39.00 1.480
75.0 88.57 -4.20 33.39 1.164
q5.0 85.35 6.80 32.56 1.126

100.0 84.49 9.07 32.55 1.139
110.0 82.76 13.18 32.63 1.163
120.0 81.04 16.76 33.01 1.373
150.0 76.24 25.12 34.58 1.474
200.0 60. 6 5 34.03 38.13 1.837
500.0 51.73 50.27 56.81 3.504

1000.0 43.67 55.02 71.86 5.115
5000.0 35.84 57.66 92.16 8.380

FABLE 3.2 COMPUTATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NEC

(run on an AT&T PC6300 microcomputer)

Fi e'Ltuency Wiui txFill F'ctori:za on
NioIof Segment';

75 220 2.595. 1.003.
100 320 5.485. 3.095.
125 -466 11,597. 12,059.

i;A
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- . CHAPTER 4

('()\CLLDING REMARKS

?o develop the characteristics of a paralel-plt ,  4

i~ ~ ~ . 1,'nc ,: !jior by scattering theory, using d thin-wire inc,,1 -1

-It Jpp rx Im a . ... , n duo.,ng surtaces and the Numerical Elect romagnetics (w-c

~NEC) (21]. 1 ,s lound ihat NEC, which is a user-oriented computer code ?ha!

offers a momr.nt method solution of thin-wire scattering problems, can be dn

extremely useful tool for analyzing this problem. In order to develop the wire mesh

model and an understanding of the limitations associated with it. Chapter 2 focused on

developing complicated thin-wire scattering problems that in turn could be related to

the parallel-pla'e simulator. The emphasis was placed on determining the limitations

of the wire mesh approximation and developing a proper source and load model for Ihe

parallel-plate simulator.

In Chapter 2, the rhombic EMP simulator was analyzed. The rhombic simulator.

ike the parallei-plate simulator, is a transmission-line type of simulator. The source

ana load models were developed using a thin-wire approximation, and the resultant

-haracteristics of the simulator were compared to theoretical and experimental data

published by Shen and King of Harvard University (28.291. The general

4 (haracteristics. as well as the thin-wire conducting current and electric field

d&s rnutions within the center region, compared extremely well with Shen and Kings.

IT was lourid that at very high frequencies, when the source and load gaps are greater..

than 0. 1 A. significant error in the value of the matched terminations occurs due to the

wire segrmenl approximation of the source and load. It is interesting that even though

the value of the matcied termination was in error, the currents and fields still

compared extremely well with the results of Shen and King under matched conditions. r

44

4---e.

4A
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In Chapter 2 the thin-wire mesh approximation of a square PEC plate scatterer

dS crploVeci in order To ealuate the limitations encountered in approximating a

' A, .;dlh. !at _ond'icting surlace. [he plate was iluminated by a normally

-: U. .-' I :~t. .. e mnd 'he ,-irren's induced on the plate were tompiuted by NR"

- 4. .re :fis-n approximalion. Ihese results .,ere compared to Those deried ry a

..- (,altrkin 'Ithnique. solved by conjugate gradients. Ihe wire :uesh

_,p r,,x mation pro. ided an excellent approximation of the surface currents. However

1 not reproduce the edge singularity even when a reasonable number of unknowns

'.ere ised to represent the current.

I he incident E-fmeld was chosen to be polarized in a direction parallel to an edge

0 'ne plate. which is referred to as the longitudinal direction. rhis was done such

* "at the c,-irrents would be highly oriented in oe direction, and extremely small in

'he transverse direction. Fhe transverse curr'"'-s vhich are at least an order of

:nagnitude smaller than the longitudinal currents, suffered a large amount of error.

The reason for the error is due to the limited number of unknowns as well as large

discontmnuities encountered at the multiple wire junctions in the wire mesh.

Furthermore, the discontinuities are a result of the enforcement of Kirchoff's current

law on the axial currents entering each multiple wire junction. These current

discontinuities, which exist in both the transverse and longitudinal directions, will

* 'ead to nonphysical singularities in the near electric field. Therefore. one must be

careful as to how close the E-field can be computed to the wire mesh surface before

suffering from singular distortion.

, In Chapter 3, the conducting surface of the parallel-plate hounded wave

simulator was approximated by a wire mesh which was developed using the results

Obtained from the examples studied in Chapter 2. The well-defined geometry of the

.\CHAFES EMP simulator [341 was modeled. T' e NEC was used to solve for the

% % %

,%A %" .. ... .. .
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p/..

currents induced on the wire mesh due to a continuous wave excitation across the

source gap. Using these results, !he characteristncs of !he simulator were established

)%er a )road-l requencv region. I he ic-id distributions in the parallel-plate region.

inl.cr :3' ti r. Irtions. Lere compted and shown to be predominately "EM for

,,W reqiencies ,th a linear progressive phase shift. However, at higher frequencies,

Arien "he operating wavelength was near that of the cutoff frequency of the

simulator. higher-order modes became significant due to the mismatch of the conical

'apered end section and the parallel-plate waveguide. As a result. the field

dstribution greatly deviates from the desired uniform characteristcs. Finally. the .. "

-w-ire mesh model was used to analyze the changes in the characteristics of the

simulator when a large test object was placed in the working volume. It was found

,hat a cube of side length equal to one-half of the height of the parallel plate above

ground. placed symmetrically in the working volume, has a small effect on the

characteristic impedance and the surface currents of the simulator. This small change

introduces a small distortion to the field incident upon the test object. The

simulator-obstacle interaction is important to understand when using the EMP

simulator as a testing device, and is worthy of further investigation using similar

'echniques described in this thesis.

Overall, the Numerical Electromagnetics Code provides an extremely useful, and

relatively simplistic, analysis of the parallel-plate bounded-wave simulator.

Howvever. it is an approximation that is not without its limitations. Initially the

source and load gaps are limited to a one-dimensional thin-wire model of the two-

dimensional gap. For the rhombic simulator, this had an effect on the characteristic

impedance at higher frequencies. Furthermore, the wire mesh approximation

introduces discontinuities in the currents which lead to nonphysical singularities in

the near electric fields, whereas it was determined that fields computed at distancesAi
beyond from the surface suffer little singular distortion. Finally, the number of

12i



unknowns needed to approximate the conducting currents can become very large, since

ine simulator is generally much larger than a wavelength in the mid-t requency rcgion.

[his limits the analysis of the high-frequency region tor large simulators.

(,ns q t-ilv UepiTe the limitations iicntioned above. the ethnique of andl',s

mt-rn' oned herein pro% tdes a usel ul tool in the analysis of the parallel-plate bounded-

'aave EMP simulator in the low- and mid-frequency regions.

A.

I

F. . .
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